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ARTbase  |  Acoustic column 

Personalised design
The ARTbase stands on a foot of 355 mm x 355 mm, is 1620 mm high and 
weighs 22.4 kg. The acoustic column is made of aluminium and is available in 
white RAL 9016 and anthracite black RAL7021. The ARTbase can be covered 
with practically any fabric, smooth or textured, and the colour can be chosen 
according to your own wishes. Would you prefer an acoustic column featuring 
a (photo) print? We will be happy to print the motif of your choice onto a spe-
cial fabric recycled from PET bottles using sublimation printing. You can 
choose a motif from an image database or a specific artist or have us use 
your own photo or digital file. In short, you have endless design possibilities. 

Sustainable solution
Incatro wants to contribute to a world with a better quality of life. That’s why 
we respect the environment and place special emphasis on the sustainability 
of our acoustic panels. This way, we can guarantee the long-term quality and 
acoustic properties of our products. Our photo prints and single-colour 
fabrics are easily replaceable, which means you can enjoy your acoustic pro-
duct for even longer. Since our products are free of harmful substances, they 
can be disposed of as normal waste. If you so desire, Incatro will also take 
back your product free of charge. 

Since 2018, Incatro has been certified by the Dutch TÜV with the NEN-EN- ISO 
14001:2015 certificate (International environmental management standard).

Acoustic solution with attractive 
design
Our ARTbase is a rectangular, upholstered acoustic column that 
improves the sound of a room by absorbing reverberation and, above 
all, disturbing low frequencies. This mobile and compact acoustic 
column is easy to set up and move around, making it the ideal solu-
tion if you don‘t have space on walls or the ceiling or deliberately don‘t 
want to hang anything up. 

The acoustic column is a real eye-catcher and can also be used as a 
pedestal to showcase a work of art or a plant. Thanks to its high 
absorption capacity of 125 Hz, the ARTbase improves speech intelligi-
bility and enhances the design of the room in a creative way.
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Measurement report

Technical specifications
Acoustic performanc : depending on placement in the 
     room (see measurement report) 

Fire rating  : filling A1, cover fabric B 
     (B - s1 - d1)

Dimensions  : 355 mm x 355 mm x 1620 mm
     (L x W x H) (including foot)

Weight   : 22,4 kg

Edge trim  : aluminium profile (3 mm thick)

     The aluminium profile is 
     available in the colours white 
     RAL 9016 and anthracite-black
     RAL 7021  
   
Design of the front :
Fabrics   : broad selection of modern 
     single-colour fabrics, both 
     smooth and textured (fabric 
     samples are available on 
     request). 
Prints   : very high-quality digital prints
     (sublimation printing)

Installation  : On 100 mm high adjustable 
     plastic feet or 45 mm high 
     wheels with brakes
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